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Manufacture of fibreboard

This invention relates to the manufacture of fibreboard

according to the dry process where the fibre material,

for example lignocellulose -containing material, is

defibrated, mixed with binding agent, dried and formed

to a fibre mat, which is hot pressed. The defibration

usually is carried out at overpressure in a defibering apparatus.

Thereafter binding agent is admixed to the defibrated material,

which admixing preferably can be made in connection with

the blowing of the fibres out of the defibering apparatus to

a fibre dryer.

At the manufacture of fibreboard according to this method,

especially at the manufacture of so-called MDP-board

(MDP = Medium Density Fibreboard), fibres with resin added usually are

dried in a suitable dryer, normally a tube-type dryer,

to a moisture ratio in the range 10-15/f. The drying hereby

proceeds very rapidly. The entire drying time is of the

magnitude 5 seconds. The dried fibres are then intermediately

stored in a buffer bin and thereafter formed in a forming

station to a substantially homogeneous mat.This mat is

pre-pressed in cold state in a continuous pre-press and

possibly additionally pre-pressed in a discontinuous

platen pre-press, after the continuous mat had been divided

into adequately long pieces to fit into the subsequent

hot press.

In certain cases - especially in factories with high

production capacity - the fibre preparation, inclusive of

defibrating, adding resin, drying and intermediate storage, is carried

out in two or more production lines, and the fibre mat is

formed in forming stations with at least three forming

units, whereby a non-homogeneous, but symmetrical mat can

be built up. The mat in principle can consist of two outer

layers with one (or several) intermediate layers. The
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fibres in the outer and, respectively, intermediate layers

can be slightly different in respect of, for example, raw

materials comprised therein, fibre coarseness, resin amount

and resin type. In some cases resin can be added to the fibres for

the intermediate layer after the drying.

The fibre mat is formed in a forming station, to which the

fibres are transported by air from the buffer bin. The

transporting air entirely or partially will be sucked

through the fibre mat formed in the forming station when

the mat is precipitated on a wire cloth with suction boxes

arranged therebeneath. The fibre mat formed normally will have

a relatively uniform moisture ratio from the upper surface

to the lower one.

At the manufacture of particle board, chip mats usually are

formed in three layers, and the chips for the two outer

layers are given a higher moisture ratio than the chips

for the intermediate layer. This is possible as the chip

mat is formed on a conveyor belt of reinforced plastic or

steel without air passage therethrough. This non-homogeneous

moisture distribution has a positive effect at the subsequent

hot pressing due to the so-called steam jet effect. At

fibre mats it is difficult to bring about a corresponding

non-homogeneous moisture distribution. Many tests have been

made to bring about by different methods outer layers having

a higher moisture ratio than the intermediate layer. It is,

for example, relatively easy to increase the moisture ratio

in the upper outer layer by spraying water on the upper

surface of the mat. Attempts have also been made to spray

water on the lower surface- of the mat, but these attempts

usually failed due to the difficulty of keeping the moist

lower surface intact when the mat and, respectively,

the sheet is transported to and into the hot press.

At the pressing of fibre sheets with homogeneous moisture

ratio it was found, that the outer layers become pre-cured,

as it is called. This pre-curing expresses itself in that

the outermost parts of the outer layers become dried-out,
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and that the resin there can cure before a sufficiently high

pressure was obtained at the hot pressing. The very outer-

most layers of the boards thereby assume a loose structure

and, therefore, must be ground off. Under laboratory condit-

ions it is easy to moist both the upper and the lower

surface of a fibre sheet. Such experiments have shown that

a possible moistening of the sheet surfaces results in

decreasing the pre-curing and shortening the pressing time.

The homogeneous moisture distribution in the fibre sheet,

besides, seems to have another effect on the completed

boards. At hot pressing without using high-frequency heating

(HP), the moisture in the outer layers of the sheet is

driven inward to the centre of the sheet. Subsequent to

the hot pressing, the boards usually are stored for some

days in order to render possible balancing of the moisture

in the boards between the outer and intermediate layers.

It was now found that the moisture not even at storage

during a very long time is balanced completely. The outer

layers, which were dried out at the hot pressing, maintain

a slightly lower moisture ratio than the central layer,

which in its turn implies that stresses remain in the

board even after a long storage time.

It was found that this permanent difference in moisture

content is less pronounced when the outer layers at the

hot pressing had been more moist than the central layer.

It would, therefore, be of importance to be able to form

and press sheets with a non-homogeneous moisture ratio

distribution, so that the outer layers are more moist than

the central layers when the sheet is introduced into the

hot press. This, however, is difficult as reported above.

The present invention provides a method to overcome the

aforesaid problem. The fibre mat, thus, is formed of two

outer layers and one (or more) intermediate central layers,

and the fibres intended for the central layer are caused

at the drying to assume a very low moisture ratio, suitably
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2-8*, in relation to the fibres intended for the outer

layers. The lastmentioned fibres preferably are given

a moisture ratio of 15-30%.

In factories with at least two fibre preparation lines,

this involves no difficulty. It is there easy to dry in

one line fibres to a relatively high moisture ratio and

in a second line to dry fibres to a low moisture ratio.

In factories with only one fibre preparation line, according

to the invention the problem can be solved by after-drying

the fibre to be used for the central layer. The entire

fibre amount is dried to a high moisture ratio, for example

25?, intended for the outer layer, whereafter about half

the' total fibre amount - intended for the central layer -

is after-dried in a separate dryer, which must not be much

greater than the pipe normally used for transporting

central layer fibres from the buffer bin to the forming

station. This tubular dryer intended for after-drying can

be equipped with a cyclone for separating fibres from

the transport drying air, but this must not necessarily

be the case. Rough estimates have shown that the total

heat requirement for the drying is less than or about

equal to what is required at conventional drying of fibres

for forming a fibre mat with homogeneous moisture ratio.

The forming of the fibre mat is carried out in the normal

way, but one prerequisite is that the forming station is

equipped with at least three forming units (forming heads).

The advantages of the method according to the invention

can be summarized as follows:

- Slightly less drying energy requirement

- Reduced pre-curing of the outer layers of the boards

by a higher moisture ratio in the outer layers at the

hot pressing

- Shorter pressing time due to improved heat transfer

because of the difference in moisture, ratio between

outer and central layers (steam jet effect)
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- More uniform balance moisture ratio in the different

layers of the completed board due to the fact, that

the central layer at the beginning of the hot pressing

had-a very low moisture ratio and the outer layer had

a very high one

- Improved dimension stability due to said more uniform

balance moisture ratio

- The hot press usually being the bottle-neck in the

factory, the production capacity of the factory is higher

due to the shorter pressing times.

Especially when the fibres for the central layer are after-

-dried, the fibres can come to the forming station at a

higher temperature, 40-60°C compared to normally

25-35°C. This implies, that less thermal energy is required

for heating the central layer than what normally is required,

which also contributes to shortening the pressing time and

reducing the heat requirement at the hot pressing.

When the forming proceeds slowly, there can be a certain

tendency for balancing moisture and temperature in the

different layers of the fibre mat. This tendency can be

counteracted in that the different layers are formed separ-

ately and then combined first after the sucking-through of

air has ceased, either continuously or by stacking in a

way known per se.

The invention, of course, is not restricted to the embodim-

ents described above, but can be varied within the scope

of the invention.
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Claims

1. A method of manufacturing fibreboard according to the

dry process, comprising defibration of fibre material at

overpressure in steam atmosphere in a defibering apparatus,

admixing of binding agent to the defibrated material, forming of a fibre

mat and hot pressing the same, characterized
i n that the fibre mat is formed of two outer layers

with a moisture ratio- of 15-30* and at least one inter-

mediate central layer with a moisture ratio of 2-8*, that

all fibres first are dried to the higher moisture ratio

intended for the outer layers and thereafter are divided

into three or more partial flows, and that the fibres to

form the central layer are passed through an after-drying

for assuming the desired lower moisture ratio in relation

to the fibres for the outer layers.

2. A method as defined in claim 1, characterized
i n that the outer layers and, respectively, central

layer are formed separately and thereafter combined to

a fibre mat, -which in respect of the moisture content is

non-homogeneous, for example by stacking or in some other

way.
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